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Q P P O N E N T S of state intervention in the
economic life of the country make little
progress towards convincing the majority of
people that it is an unnecesary evil, as was
evidenced in a recent television programme
"Your Witness" where the case for less government intervention was rejected by the
"jury."
Yet the case for free enterprise is sound
enough; it is, in fact, unanswerable. The mechanism of the free market is in every way superior to state management of the economy,
which usually makes things worse not better,
and produces all kinds of undesirable and (by
the planners) unforseen side effects, while
leaving basic problems at best untouched, and
at worst, more intractable than ever.
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Yet overwhelming as the argument for the
free market is, it does not command majority
support. Why is this?
At the root of the support for state planning lies the fear that if people are left to
their own devices chaos and the "law of the
jungle" will prevail, with the consequence that
the weakest—the poorest section of the community—will go to the wall.
Arguments for free enterprise cut no ice
with people who think along these lines. The
younger generation has grown up in a society
that offers government planning and intervention as the solution for nearly every social
problem, and they have been conditioned to
associate private and "un-controlled" enterprise with poverty as direct cause and effect.
Thus the first 'task of advocates of free enterprise should be to show that no such causal
relationship exists.
But without indicating the cause of poverty
themselves, they are not likely to get very far.
They have to answer the question: "If
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uncontrolled capitalism is not responsible, what is?" They
can hardly reply that the poor are responsible for their
own condition.
It has been argued by some free-enterprise advocates
that if only we had free enterprise today, poverty would
solve itself; ithat it is government interference in the
economy Ithat keeps people poor or prevents them from
improving their standard of living. But this is not very
convincing, particularly when government intervention
through ithe welfare state has ameliorated some of the
worst aspects of poverty.
It is on the ethical aspects of the distribution of wealth
that the advocates of free enterprise fall down. While the
poverty question remains unanswered, they will not convince the supporters of state planning with economic
arguments, no matter how logical.
The drift towards the all-powerful state which stretches
out its tentacles to embrace and control almost every
aspect of economic activity must be resisted, bult economic arguments, though valid and sometimes powerful,
are not enough.
Many defenders of laisser faire hope that the failure
of government economic planning and the recurrent crises
it engenders will bring people to their senses and make
them clamour for a return to free enterprise. They are
wrong. When government economic plans and policies
fail, the cry is not for a halt to intervention but for more
intervention—"do it properly this time."
The odd thing is that many of the evils that many
people attribute to a free market are in fact attributable
to state interference. For instance, it is often claimed
that the free market has failed to provide everyone with
decent living accomodation. But there is little left of the
free market in accommodation. Over half Ithe houses are
built by local authorities and almost all rented accommodation is subject to regulation or control. Government intervention has wrecked the free market and the
housing problem persists. Similarly, balance of payments
crises could be eliminated once and for all by a return
to free exchange rates. It is the present unfree set-up
that is responsible.
The current case for free enterprise is only half an
argument — strong and logical as it is. The problem of poverty and all the problems it brings
in its trail should not be isolated from the more
general one of the just distribution of wealth in
society. The task of ensuring that men get the full
reward of their labour is not just a question of wages.
It is also a question of what is left of wages after taxation in all its direct and indirect forms has taken its
toll; what is left after the levies made by monopolies and
tariffs; and what is left after debasement of the currency.
It needs to be stressed over and over again that it is
the economics of free enterprise that is infinitely superior to the economics of state planning. Free enterprise is
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an unashamed "free-for-all" in the market place, not a
free-for-all in grabbing all the wealth one can get at the
expense of others.
Free enterprise does not mean trampling on peoples'
rights and instituting, with government connivance, various means of mulcting the consumer; it does not mean
restrictive practices in manufacturing and distribution,
marketing boards, cartels and land monopoly. All these
are the antithesis of free enterprise. Paradoxically
enough, the more government intervention we have the
more exploitation of the consumer there is, through state
monopolies and concessions to pressure groups. It does
not require state intervention to break monopolies and
privileges—it is state intervention ithat inspires and supports them.
Exponents of the market economy climb out on a
limb when they ignore all the foregoing considerations
which are necessary to make a good case against state
intervention and control.

RECORD OF LAND PRICES
ALMOST all land transactions in Britain now have to
be notified to the Land Commission, and this body
will therefore be in a better position than any to know
the current land price levels throughout the country.
From this information a fairly accurate estimate of the
total land value of the country might be possible after a
few years (assuming of course that the Land Commission
is not abolished in the meantime and that there is a
sufficient recovery of the market to provide a worthwhile
number of transactions to be notified).

NOTE EOR MALTHUSIANS
HTWENTY TONS of products made from krill have
been brought by ithe Academician Knipovich, research vessel of the Moscow Institute of Fisheries, from
the Antarctic. Food technologists have prepared a high
nutritive paste and different "Antarctic" dishes from
small crustaceans on which whales feed.
Novosti Information Service, Moscow, June 21

INFLATION
TT WOULD SUIT the book of the politicians if
they would shift all the responsibility for our
balance-of-payment troubles on to the people's
backs. But in fact free-enterprise industry and its
workers have been earning enough foreign currency
to pay our way. The trouble has been that successive
governments have spent more and more overseas
and by printing paper money ad lib for their own
purposes—such as financing loss-making nationalised
industries—have debased the value of the £ sterling.
—Aims of Industry.
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WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING
iilost Gigantic Fraud
in British History
Jack Clayton in a letter in The Financial Times, June 12
J^ORD SHAWCROSS'S comment that National Savings
were "little short of a fraud," is more than a little
short of the truth: National Savings represents the most
gigantic fraud in British history.
"Ever since the inception of the British National Debt
in 1688, money was borrowed in time of war and gradually repaid during periods of peace." (Beveridge—Full
Employment in a Free Society). Post-war governments
have changed all that: since March, 1946, the National
Debt has been increased from £21,500 million to some
£33,000 million, while the value of the £ has fallen by
fifty per cent.
This massive post-war inflation "is a peculiar British
version of state-induced inflation of the currency, brought
about through over-spending in the public sector."
(Graham Hutton—The British Disease).
The one thousand year history of the £, century by
century, with one significant exception, is a history of inflation. But inflation as a deliberate act of government
policy—a Budget-balancing operation—was originated in
the "great debasement" of 1542-47 by Henry VIII. The
twentieth century excels, both as regards the magnitude
and the speed of the swindle: during the past quartercentury alone the purchasing power of the debt has fallen by some £30,000 million (£25,000 by inflation and
£5,000 million by fall in the market value of the irredeemable stocks). Henry's profit was £* million (about
£10 million in today's £s) about half as much per annum
as the current daily profit.
Great variety and ingenuity has been shown by successive governments: debasement (Henry VIII and Macdonald); the printing press (Charles II and Asquith); postwar credits (Amory). The two most shocking and pitiful examples are 3i per cent War Loan and the 2 | per
cent Treasury "Daltons," the former having been expropriated to the extent of some 90 per cent and the latter
by 84 per cent. But it has been left to Mr. Jenkins to
indulge in fraudulent preference—the recent guarantee of
the Hong Kong sterling balances.
The only consolation to the holders of War Loan and
"Daltons" is that they have little left for further expropriation.
The only ray of hope is the history of the nineteenth
century: from the end of the Napoleonic wars to the end
of the century, prices fell by 25 per cent. It was a century
of growth; the national income increased fourteen times,
as compared with a four-times increase in population.
Government contribution to such growth was largely
negative: the public sector produced little (for example
the Mint, the Post Office and Woolwich Arsenal) but it
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spent less than ten per cent of the national income. Government contribution today is a positive one—the public
sector contributes 13^ per cent of the whole, but it spends
more than 50 per cent. The great national debt swindle
is its mode of balancing its gargantuan Budgets.

When Spenders Win and Savers Lose
by Andrew Alexander in The Daily Telegraph, June 14
p H E CONSUMER BOOM has petered out at last, the
Government declares with an almost audible sigh.
Perhaps. But the Government should not be too certain.
The public may merely be drawing its breath before the
next burst of spending. It is an alarming thought. The
fact that the Budget did not arrest the boom as expected
and that the future is still uncertain has implications that
could be dangerous in the extreme.
Mismanagement of affairs may now have reached the
point where the government economic regulators no
longer function properly, and even produce the very results they were supposed to prevent. The Government
tried to deflate—and the public surged into the High
Street and spent its money. The Government pushed up
the Bank Rate to attract foreign deposits—and the
money flowed out, not in. The Government offered unprecedentedly high rates of interest—and the public declined to save.
The reason is not hard to find if one is prepared to
look back and realise that the public is not half as gullible as governments seem to think. For the past twentythree years the purchasing power of the pound has been
steadily eroded. The 1968 pound has a purchasing
power well under half that of the 1946 pound.
Chancellors really ought to learn that if one goes on
and on allowing this sort of thing to happen, people are
liable to notice. And now the public is doing what Mr.
Callaghan was so incapable of — making some accurate
guesses about the future. The public realises that this is
going to be a year of dramatic price rises.

Hesitant and Frustrating

Steps

Barclays Bank Review, May 1968
p H E WORLD is moving towards free trade, however
hesitatingly and frustratingly, and it is doing so not
for theoretical reasons but because of the growing internaitionalisation of "big business." . . . Already the EEC
as a free trade area is too small and needs to combine
with EFTA. It is no longer a case of the United Kingdom going into the EEC, but, more fundamentally, of
bringing toegther EFTA and the EEC. Perhaps before
too long the problem may be one of getting the EEC into
the world. Perhaps we could even recall an old joke about
the Holy Roman Empire and say that the main characteristics of the European Economic Community is that it is
not European, not Economic and not a Community.
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Protest Against What ?
A. J. CARTER
"The benevolence of bureaucracy Ss as much an affront to human pride as its
indifference.''

n r H E YOUNG, it is said, are always in revolt. The older
we grow the thicker becomes our resistance to change
and new ideas and the more we rehearse ithe grand debates of the past. The sweeping, impatient energy of the
young frightens us, and our defences against it infuriate
those who seek instant revolution. Our caution is partly
prudent good sense but partly also the inability to keep
up with the way in which society is moving. As George
Bernard Shaw wrote: "It's all the young can do for the
old to shock them and keep them up to date."
What seems to be happening now is that the young can
no longer shock by student rags, demonstrations, or hard
argument. Their passion makes no dent in the increasing
apathy of the middle-aged. The recent rioting by students
is one expression of this frustration, but the behaviour
of students in 1968 should not be looked at in isolation.
It is not long ago that the newspapers were reporting seaside skirmishes between Mods and Rockers; before that
we had the Teddy Boys and the Angry Young Men; and
the long-haired beatniks marching now against nuclear
weapons, now against war in Vietnam, seem to be always with us. These social phenomena differ from one another in many ways, buit all can be seen as examples of
natural protest turning dangerously vehement in order
to make itself felt. The most significant feature of this
kind of protest is that the desire to lash out precedes the
choice of what to lash out against. Often there is no
specific object of protest at all, or, conversely, the protest
is againsit the whole of society.
The young are screaming, articulately or otherwise, that
something is wrong, wrong, wrong, but one of the drawbacks of screaming at people is that, far from inducing
them to take notice, it makes them cover their ears. The
reaction of the ordinary citizen to youthful violence is
not an attempt at understanding but a variety of superficial explanations and remedies, all of which justify either
inaction or repression. Remember how the Mods and
Rockers had "nothing better to do these days," "too
much money in their pockets," and "should have their
motor cycles confiscated"? The students should get on
with their work or have their grants stopped. It's a communist plot; it's all the fault of the Press; it wouldn't
happen if we brought back the birch.
Some of these statements are partly valid, and if I
seem to caricature them it is only because they so obviously do not go to the roots of the problem. Publicity
in the Press and on radio and television no doubt helps
disaffection in one country or one university to spread
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to others; specific grievances, of which there are bound to
be a few, can be used as the pretexts for militant action;
communist and socialistic agitation probably did play a
part in fostering or extending the recent disturbances. But
these are all trigger mechanisms rather than causes:
violent revolt would not take place if there were not a
deep-seated feeling of discontent, but given this feeling,
often buried far below the levels of consciousness and
articulation, any little grievance, any stirring speech of an
agitator, any sight of a scuffle a thousand miles away,
can spark it into flame. The fact that it is only a minority
of the young who run wild does not affect the issue. It is
always a minority who make a fuss. The question is, why
have the methods of that minority become so much more
extreme?
The unrest in France has a valuable lesson for us. In
France the student riots were accompanied by strikes
by workers, and both groups were rebelling against the
autocracy of a government that did not talk with the
people it was governing. In Britain there is also a growing
gulf between the government and the governed, but it is
less blatant than in France, and perhaps partly for this
reason, and partly because of the English temperament,
the response among the bulk of the population is different. The same discontent shows itself in the hostility of
industrial relations, but where politics is concerned it
appears as apathy, distrust, and cynicism.
I will postulate the theory that it is the same feeling
of frustration, even less conscious and less articulate in
working men than in students, that leads on the one
hand to violent action by those with the energy for it, and
on the other hand to helplessness and withdrawal by those
who do not. The young, who still have their sensitivity,
are only expressing more openly what all of us feel,
whether consciously or beneath the pretence, that there
is something wrong somewhere which leaves us frustrated,
unsatisfied, an unfulfilled.
it is not easy to nail the source of this frustration, for
all the feelings associated with it, so far as they are
consciously experienced, turn out to be alternative descriptions of the same condition: futility, boredom in the
midst of activity, anger without knowing what one is
angry about—all the states of mind that cannot be
analysed but which are crystalised in the character
of Jimmy Porter in John Osborne's play Look Back in
Anger.
Whatever is the cause of this trouble, it is undoubtedly
powerful enough to strike deep into the human mind,
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where it ceases to be recognized for what it is. It shows
itself in hooliganism, in fleeting support for new causes,
and in the general mood of disillusionment and "look
after number one." It is a disease with many symptoms
but difficult to identify.
Is it the fear of nuclear weapons of mass destruction
and the insecurity this brings? The nuclear threat, considering its seriousness, does not seem to worry people
too much but it is precisely because the horror of nuclear
war is unthinkable that the dread of it might implant itself out of the reach of consciousness. Or did the damage
begin centuries ago, expressing itself first in the thrust
for material benefit and only later in psychological distress? Is the hidden evil the divorce of man from nature,
of which Mr. McEachran so brilliantly writes in his book
Freedom—The Only End, the making of man rootless,
the division of the whole man into a body and a soul
contrasted with each other? Is it an internal crisis for
every man, our estrangement from what the theologian
Paul Tillich has called "the Ground of our being?" Are
there perhaps many diseases in the mind of man today,
so that to eradicate one is to leave others more subtle
still in need of treatment?
In France the more overt autocracy of General de
Gaulle and his government has drawn out one of the diseases so that it can be seen, at least in part, for what it is.
The students wanted a say in the running of their universities and the workers a say in the running of their
factories. They wanted it fiercely enough to take violent
action. The driving force behind the riots and the strikes
was ithe desire for "participation."
We live in a world where the units of power and decision-making are becoming bigger and further away;
where technological progress accentuates the difference
between those who are trained for it and those who are
not; where, above all, the power of the state is increasing
rapidly, and ithe burden of taxation with it. To try to describe complex feelings and the states of mind in a sentence is foolhardy, but if the cause of violence is to be
summed up at all I would suggest that it is the lack of
control by the individual over his own destiny. This
lack is as real under a benevolent state as under a despotic one, for the benevolence of bureaucracy is as much
an affront to human pride as its indifference.
The individual today has lost the sense of his own value. Whatever he does he cannot have any effect on decisions and policies, whether in his place of work, his
university, or in government. He is looked after like a pet
cat: well fed, given a comfortable place to sleep if he is
lucky, but intellectually castrated. He no longer respects
himself, and since he feels ithat nothing he does matters
he does not care what he does. The attitude of "don't
care" is the common ingredient in the narrow outlook of
the working man, the apathy of the middle class, the
casualness of many small businessmen towards their customers, and the violence of the teenage gang.
When violence erupts, law and order has to be restored. The more violent the protest the stonger the force
JULY & AUGUST,
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DEFUSING VIOLENCE
No society can survive if every power block
decides that it can force its will on the majority by
ignoring law and democratic process. But neither
can society survive if it waits until coercive power
is applied before making reforms that should have
been made without unlawful pressure.
The best way to defuse violence and disruption is
through forehanded action to eliminate the institutional defects that provide valid basis for
complaint.
—The New York Times, June 11
needed to control it and the stronger the revulsion of lawabiding citizens; equally, the stronger the force and the
revulsion the more desperate the protest. Clearly the way
to end violence, as well as the other products of "don't
care," is to attack the disease that causes it. How is this
to be done?
Not everybody can be a computer programmer, nor can
the large units always be made smaller, although greater
encouragement could be given for the small business to
thrive. General de Gaulle offered "participation" as a
satisfying social system different both from communism
and from capitalism, but iit is not yet clear what he meant.
In industry, joint consultation on the factory floor is
essential, together with collective bargaining at local level.
There should also be a greater stake in the economy as
a whole, for instance, by the wider ownership of shares,
and a return to a vigorous free enterprise economy giving
the individual the opportunity to influence economic decisions which the rapid growth of the public sector is now
denying him. Politically, there must be more devolution
of power; more thought given to ways in which citizens
can have some say in the process of government other
than at elections; and a reversal of the trend by which
government is growing larger, more powerful, and more
grasping. A state that takes away so much of people's
money takes away also itheir dignity and hope. The combination of the bureaucratic remoteness of the state with
the destruction of worth-while incentives and rewards by
high taxation is intolerable enough, but there is also the
effect of inflation. Subconsciously we are aware that if we
cannot rely on our currency our whole future is full of
uncertainty.
The return of power and wealth to the people, and the
limitation of the state, are matters of urgency. Both could
be achieved by the reduction and eventual abolition of
taxation and its replacement by collection of the rent of
land, which would yield a revenue adequate to finance
necessary public functions but which would be limited
in amount in any one year. This major change, in addition to its many economic advantages, would give renewed independence to people. Without this independence
men will begin to look on the state as their master, not
their servant, and from there it is only one step to tyranny.
89

No Mere Fiscal Reform
i
PAUL KNIGHT

" . . . Paternalism has been confused with
social justice."
T OOKED at purely from the point of view of taxation, it can be shown that land-value taxation has
distinct advantages over the taxation of labour, capital,
and trade. Chief among these advantages are:
1. The land-value tax cannot be shifted on to the
price of commodities, nor can it be added to house,
office or factory rents
2. It acts as a distinct incentive to use land rather than
to hold it idle or under-used—the tax being payable regardless of use.
3. The tax does not increase with increase of effort,
initiative and enterprise.
4. The land-value tax is raised or lowered in accordance with the economic advantage attaching to the
land at the time of valuation, or between valuations in certain special circumstances.
5. Once the valuation has been made, subsequent
valuations are more easily made.
6. Evasion and avoidance of tax is virtually impossible.
7. Impartiality is assured by land value maps (as in
Denmark, New Zealand and the Whitstable experiment) which would be available for all to see.
8. It has been proved practicable by its application
in other countries and where in these instances it
differs from the ideal it is only in degree, not in
principle.
The above are economic considerations. If we accept
the moral distinction between individual claims to land
values and individual rights to values residing in the products of man, then we have an even greater sanction for
deriving community revenues from land values.
Were the argument left there, land-value taxation
would have much to commend it. However, most advocates of the land-value tax are not tackling the problem of taxation as such. They begin their argument at
a different point.
Throughout history the "land question" has directly or
indirectly been at the root of almost all social distress,
wars, famine, oppression, serfdom and poverty, and the
relationship of land tenure systems to poverty, revolution,
war and the rise of communism can be clearly seen today.
In the more developed countries the relationship between land systems and social problems is less obvious,
but it is often indicated by unemployment, slumps, persistent poverty and the growth of "welfare state" systems and "wars on poverty" in an attempt to mitigate
its effects.
The world has not lacked social reformers, and far
too many have regrettably concerned themselves with
effects rather than with causes, though often inspired with
90

the highest motives. Even those who observed the significance and importance of the "land question" as a rootcause of poverty, had not the insight either to choose the
best method of reform or to avoid confusing it with quite
separate economic and moral issues related to the maldistribution of wealth.
Thus it has been that while the great Russian revolution and the more recent revolutions in Egypt, Cuba,
China and elsewhere were basically revolts against ruthless land monopoly, the uneasy regimes that have
emerged indicate that wrong remedies have been applied;
land has been confused with capital, and state direction
and paternalism confused with social justice. It is not
surprising that the result has been the creation of problems as deep as those the revolutionaries sought to eradicate. Even where there have been land reforms without
revolutions, concessions to the landless have been clumsily and parsimoniously applied. Land redistribution in
the predominantly agrarian countries has always been
piecemeal and neither equitable nor practicable—laying
the foundations of further inequity and discontent.
There are but two primary factors of production—land
and labour; thus all economic activity and the distribution of wealth in society is determined in the very first
place by man's economic and social relationship to land.
Industrialisation and technological advance obscures but
does not alter this fundamental truth.
Land reform is not the only reform necessary, but it is
the first; it is the reform which will make all other reforms easier; and until land reform is regarded as a
fundamental, all other reforms will be patchwork, often
bringing with them problems of another kind, and most
specifically those associated with loss of liberty.

MONEY FOR OLD ROPE
' J ' O help to increase their profitability, firms of between
twenty-five and 500 employees in the Bristol and Glasgow areas can obtain grants covering 50 per cent of the
cost of employing consultants or other expert advisers,
announced the Board of Trade, June 11. The grants will
normally range from £125 to £5,000 (for assignments
costing between £250 and £10,000) but grants for assignments costing over £10,000 will be considered. All industries, including the service and distributive trades, are
eligible for these grants unless they are already able to
get Government assistance from existing schemes of this
kind, e.g., farmers and growers who have access to a
free advisory service.
Consultants may be employed, after Board of Trade
approval, to advise on a wide range of subjects, provided such advice is likely significantly to improve the
efficiency of the firm that engages them. The scheme is a
pilot scheme and may be extended to the whole of the
country if judged "successful."
lit is enough to make Adam Smith and Karl Marx
turn in their graves—though for opposite reasons.
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Looking Deeper
T.

O.

EVANS

j y j O S T of ithe discussion nowadays on economic
policies is irrelevant—or should be made irrelevant.
The alternatives presented are: unemployment and recession but with a balanced budget and balanced trade, or
full employment, inflation and unbalanced trade.
Full employment policies of our generation have been
seen to work, but at the cost of monetary inflation, which
in turn leads to the price-wage spiral, exploitation of the
creditor, adverse balance of payments, with consequent
devaluation, and finally an undemocratic and unworkable
prices and incomes policy.
Keynes reasoned that the community's expenditure on
consumption and investment goods determines the level
of economic activity, and he argued that the cause of
slumps and unemployment is too little investment. His
remedy was to increase it via inflation, deficit financing,
debasement of the currency—call it what you will.
It is the government's attempt to compromise between
unemployment and the evils that flow from attempts to
remedy it ithat has been responsible for the stop-go
policies and recurrent crises.
To rid ourselves of both unemployment and inflation
we must look deeper into causes; we must start further
back than Keynes did, for he treated effects—the reluctance to invest and spend—as though they were initiatory
causes. Our aim should be to achieve naiturally what full
employment policies achieve artificially, and this can be
done by giving entrepreneurs the maximum possible freedom and encouragement to utilize the factors of production, land, labour and capital, to their fullest
capacity.
The main barrier to efficient land use is that land is
treated for investment as though it were capital; thus it
pays to invest in land and hold it for speculation, anticipating increased rewards as good as, if not superior to,
the rewards from capital investment. This holds up production and makes land more difficult and more expensive to acquire. Investment in capital, on the contrary,
stimulates production and employment.
If taxation were lifted from the rewards of capital and
put onto the rent of land, irrespective of use, both land
and capital would be more fruitful, for taxation of capital inhibits production while taxation of land rent
promotes it. At present we tax the earnings of capital
up to the hilt and leave land as such untaxed. For example, both our present rating system and the new betterment levy act as a deterrent to the development and improvement of land.
Further, we should put an end to tariff protection,
quotas, marketing boards, subsidies, S.E.T. and the
numerous other impediments to our productive system.
We need to open up opportunities for competition and
initiative, not stifle or feather-bed them.
JULY & AUGUST,
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One does not need to draft a "plan" for national full
employment and national recovery, but if we free land,
fiee trade and free men we shall have gone a long way
towards solving economic problems that should never
have been permitted to arise. This is the alternative to
messing about with the economy and regarding Keynesianism and neo-Keynesianism as the last word in economic thinking. Certainly, following policies based on these
ideas has got us nowhere—the problem still persists.

Basic
in the

Weakness
Economy

" j J N L E S S the Government recognises that its present
policies are based on a faulty diagnosis of the
basic cause of our economic malaise, and is prepared to
make the necessary changes, there is little hope for recovery in the coming months." This warning was given
to the members of the Rotary Club of London by Edward Ho,Uoway, Secretary of the Economic Research
Council, which sponsored the Programme for National
Recovery, signed by nineteen leading industrialists, economists and writers in luly last year.
Referring to the Budget, Mr. Holloway said: "There
is little in this to show that those in charge of our affairs
are seized of the basic weakness in the economy; in fact,
they continue with an even more stringent imposition of
policies which have shown themselves in the past three
years to be ineffectual.
"Government policies over the years have attempted to
deal with inflation by policies of freeze and squeeze, by
attempts to exercise direct control over incomes and
prices, by high bank rate and all the orthodox methods
of control. The present Government has merely accentuated these, and the result has been that the erosion in
the purchasing power of money has been greater in the
past three years than in any three-year period since
1954. The increase in money supply—the basic cause of
inflation—has been 6.4 per cent in 1965, 6.2 per cent
in 1966, and 8 per cent, in 1967, while the increase in
gross domestic product over the same years has been
3.1 per cent, 1.7 per cent, and 1.6 per cent. Here is the
root cause of the problem. Yet Mr. Harold Lever recently
stated in the House of Commons that "so many of
the factors governing money supply are wholly outside
the Government's control."
"The failure of this government—and indeed of previous administrations—has been to identify the source of
inflation. By concentrating attention on the growth of
money incomes, they have fastened on an effect and not
a cause . . . Soaring public expenditure has weakened
confidence everywhere in the stability of the pound. It
is therefore of vital importance that our public finances
should be brought under strict control by Parliament."
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Proudhon Was Right!
VIGGO

STARCKE

The article by W. J. Cadman in the April/May issue
Proudhon Was Wrong, is taken up by Dr. Viggo Starcke
of Denmark.
p l E R R E JOSEPH PROUDHON was a great man, well
worth studying. His biographer, Professor A.
Berthod, says that he is the inheritor of the Physiocrats and the precursor of Henry George. He is often
considered a socialist or a communist, which he was
not. He detested both Marxism and communism and
frankly declared: "The impossibility of remedying the
injustices of the communist system, the violence it
exercises on sympathies and antipathies, the iron yoke
with which it fetters the will, the moral torture in which
it keeps conscience, the inertia into which it sinks society,
and to put it in one word, the bestial and stupid uniformity by which it ties free, active, critical rebellious
human nature, has violated ordinary common sense and
irrevocably condemned communism."
Proudhon's admirer, Bakunin, said about Karl Marx:
"Never was there any confidence between us. Our dispositions were too different. He called me a sentimental
idealist, and he was right. I called him a perfidious,
vicious and conceited man, and I was right too."
The common misunderstanding of Proudhon derives
from his famous saying: "La propriete, c'est le vol!"
which must be translated as "Property is robbery," not
as "All property is robbery."
In his book, Laws of Social Evolution, Professor C.
N. Starcke says: "The property that Proudhon calls
theft is the power that man, under the protection of the
law, has acquired of procuring an income without having ito work for it, of seizing land and demanding rent
from the holders, and of extorting heavy interest on
loans."
From the very first Proudhon regarded land as the
great natural basis of human existence, imperishable, and
necessary to all human activity, and he asks with what
right some men seize this earth which Nature has given
to all. He said: "The ground-rent must suffice to supersede the taxes that are now levied by the state without
her having any thought of how she appropriates to herself the citizen's wages, which is his blood, his life."
Proudhon did not agree with Karl Marx that "capitalism" in ithe shape of machines and factories caused exploitation and monetary confusion. But, as long as it is
possible for one man to exploit another, exploitation and
a state of mutual war will go on. This power of exploitation is rooted in the power of land. It is the stronghold
of all capitalism.
Proudhon did not believe in the so-called welfare state.
He said: "The most important means which the authorities use to keep the people content is charity; this is the
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strongest chain with which they tie the proletariat."
Karl Marx believed in power, sovereignty and organization. Proudhon believed in liberty and justice. He said:
"Order and justice are ithe daughters of liberty." He belived in free men's free organisations: "The strongest
groups in the world are those that consist of free, intelligent men who combine in a free contract."
As will be seen, in many ways Proudhon was right. He
is well worth studying, and if his French language is an
obstacle, I can recommend my late father's book, Laws
of Social Evolution (1932), in which there is an instructive chapter on Proudhon (pp. 98-135), Viscount Snowden
wrote about this book: "I would like to express my admiration for this work. It is the most instructive treatise
I have read about this subject."
Proudhon was not wrong. He was the inheritor of the
Physiocrats and the precursor of Henry George.
Mr. Cadman writes:
My acquaintance with Proudhon's ideas, is, I must
admit, very sketchy, but from what knowledge I did
manage to get from the local library it appears Proudhon has been classed as an anarchist as well as a socialist. It was, however, Proudhon's assertion that "Property
is Theft" that I was asked to oppose at the Enfield
debate (see LAND & LIBERTY, April-May) and my chief
purpose (naturally!) was to make plain to the audience
what is the rightful basis of property. Many of the members present were probably small property-owners and I
was not surprised when, upon the vote being taken, ten
voted for the motion and ten voted against, whilst many
abstained.

ANTI-COMMON

MARKET

PETITION

\ * / ' H I L E enthusiasm for joining the Common Market
has been waning among many people over the last
year or so there has been growing support from others
for a definite stand against it. Last month, with the support of Members of Parliament from the main political
parties, trade unionists and economists, a nation-wide
anti-Common Market petition was launched. The petition
starts with almost 100,000 signatures, gathered during
the last six months, and calls for immediate withdrawal
of Britain's application to join.
The petition will eventually be presented to the Queen
through a Cabinet Minister.
At the launching of the petition, Mr. Douglas Jay, a
former President of the Board of Trade, said that because the main political parties remained nominally supporters of the application to join the E.E.C., public opinion could not easily express itself by normal methods.
The petition council comprises seventy-three members,
including twenty-four M.Ps—thirteen Conservatives, ten
Labour and one Liberal—fifteen university dons, eleven
of whom are economists, fifteen well-known businessmen,
and three trade union officials. The chairman is Sir Arthur
Bryant.
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SENATOR A. W. ROEBUCK
. this story from the land of the fairies."
r

p H E LATE James Brown of New York once met a
question in a Parliamentary Committee as to why
Henry George's proposals had been so long in adoption
by answering that it takes a long time to drive a bright
idea into a dull head.
The value of land in Canada, particularly in the vicinity
of towns and cities, has advanced to such extra-ordinary
heights that ordinary workers cannot obtain homes, and
the lack of housing has become a national problem. It
would appear that at long last some people in high places
are beginning to recognise the disastrous facts. The
Toronto Daily Star recently said that "land speculators
hold an estimated three or four times as much land
around Metro Toronto as there is in the built-up area,"
and the newspaper gave for its authority a well-known
and knowledgeable professor.
The tragedy is that these gamblers in the necessaries
of life are holding places to live at prohibitively high
prices. For many years in Toronto a building lot could
be secured for one thousand dollars. Now the home builder must travel far into the country, and the average
price of a lot in a suburban division, we have been told
recently, is eleven thousand dollars.
A member of the Ontario Legislature recently told a
Committee on Food and Agriculture that he knew of
speculators who had made three million dollars profit in
a period of eighteen months. There is nothing unusual
about that. When an area, greater than the size of Toronto, of what was formerly farm land, and sold as such,
is now held as suburban building lots at an average of
eleven thousand dollars each, the grand aggregate of the
unearned increment is indeed "grand."
A leading member of the Legislature sold a farm in
the Toronto vicinity for a couple of million dollars—but
that was some years ago. A portion of a farm in the
Metropolitan Toronto area has just been sold for seven
million dollars.
Isn't it just dandy that profits such as those indicated
can be made by smart businessmen in and about this
mushrooming municipality? Such prizes eclipse the
Irish Sweepstakes—just dandy for vendors and for the
speculator purchasers, but what about the unfortunate
home seeker? Many thousands of heads of households
who have family responsibilities are right out of that
market. We are told that twenty per cent of our Canadian wage earners make less than three thousand dollars
per year.
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And what of those whose earnings make possible the
purchase of a house priced at twenty to forty thousand
dollars? Many, if not most, of such purchasers must
mortgage their future for the rest of their lives. How do
you distinguish that from economic slavery?
I said that the enormity of the housing situation is beginning to be apparent to even some of those in high
places, and, of course, they have their solutions. The
newspaper mentioned suggests a capital gains tax to be
levied on land speculators: why not? They are not so
numerous as to be politically dangerous, and to carry off
the unearned gains of the vacant land monopolists would
not interfere with the similarly unearned gains of land
owners generally. Were we to deprive the vacant land
hog of some of his profits, it might discourage somewhat
the activities of the building lot forestallers. Like our
"liquor control" system, if would make the government
a partner in the business.
Obviously, it would not help at all the thousands of
householders already committed, and would be of doubtful help to prospective buyers. It would alter not at all
the vicious system that allows the owner to collect from
the purchaser the cash value that the activities of the
community attach to housing and business locations.
The Leader of the Opposition in the current political
campaign has a more imaginative solution. He has announced a scheme that was suggested by a candidate in
the recent leadership campaign. He would if elected, he
says, establish satellite cities in the vicinity of our existing communities. By buying with public funds the whole
site of the satellite city at the prices asked by the present
owners, he would forestall the forestalled It looks to be
like killing the cat by choking him with butter. There will
be time enough to consider this story from the land of
fairies when a Royal Commission has sat on it and reported at great cost, and a Parliamentary Committee
has sat on the Commission's Report, and the Cabinet
is sitting on the Parliamentary Committee's Report.
By the way, has it ocurred to anyone in authority
to take the value of land for public purposes before it is
carried off by the speculator and forestaller? That would
make building sites available to home seekers in short
order and would relieve the house owner from paying
house taxes. That would cure the housing problem generally and completely.
No, you say, it wouldn't do; it takes too long to drive
such bright ideas into so many dull heads.
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TPHE TERM cost-benefit analysis is now an accepted
part of the jargon of politics. Not long ago it was
used only by a small group of specialist economists. For
those who wish to sound progressive and businesslike, it
is a safe cliche: it builds the desired image without provoking awkward questions. Everyone is vaguely conscious
that this is a technical subject unsuited to popular exposition. Perhaps it is. But its assumptions go to ithe very
root of politics, and they are the concern of all. If governments use a formula to decide how our resources are to
be allocated as between, let us say, hospitals, roads and
schools, then we must know what it is, if not in detail,
at least in essence.
The essence of the matter is the deceptively simple
concept of utility. In both economic and political theory,
this is a term that has been contrived as a means of generalising about human behaviour. In economic theory it
is used to describe the way in which a consumer makes
choices among various "parcels" of goods. If, for example, a particular consumer would prefer a parcel containing one hundred cigarettes and a half-pound of
chocolates to one containing fifty cigarettes and a pound
of chocolates, then it is said that the former parcel affords
him more utility than the latter.
There is an obvious analogy between a consumer
budgeting his expenditure to get the maximum of personal utility and a nation regulating the use of its resources
to yield the maximum of social utility. The whole question
is whether there is any way of bridging the gap between
personal utility and social utility.
There is nothing particularly obscure about the idea
of social utility, but as a concrete quantity it turns out to
be tantalisingly elusive. So long as we choose illustrations with care, its meaning is clear. A sanitation system
contributes to social utility: the odour of a gas works
detracts from it. But one has only to recall, for example,
the controversy over Stansted airport to realise that life
is seldom simple. Not everyone benefits to the same extent, and the costs (or loss of utility) are liable to be distributed very unevenly.
The intrusion of the need to make a fair settlement
among those affected is a serious inconvenience to the
construction of a theoretical formula. Realising this,
economists have evaded this aspect of the problem by
attempting to separate the idea of social utility from the
idea of social justice. Let us (they say) try to solve the
problem of social justice. The needs of social justice can
always be met by some combination of taxes and subsidies.
Having thus put aside the moral problem, the economists have proceeded to construct upon the foundation
of utility a body of theory called "welfare economics"
in much the same way as Euclid's geometry had been
constructed from the idea of a straight line as the shortest distance between two points. It was only after some
massive volumes of theory had been written that it was
realised that some implied value judgments had crept
into the analysis. In other words the intended separation
between justice and utility had not been consistently
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Fallacies of
N.l

"Having put aside the moral pro!'
a body of thec|<j

maintained. With the implied value judgments removed its
results became much less impressive.
Although many of the results of welfare economics
have thus been discredited, some of what remains is not
without interest. For example, it provides a logical proof
that one way by which maximum utility can be achieved is by allowing all decisions to be made by the operation of pure competition and free trade This result is,
however, of limited application to real conditions (as was
immediately pointed out). The standard textbook example of an exception is that of a factory-owner planning to build a chimney. Since the harm done by the
smoke to the surrounding houses it not a cost borne by
the owner, it does not enter his calculations, and his best
plan will therefore be to build the chimney just high
enough to avoid damage to his own property. The choice
that gives maximum utility to the owner does not therefor yield maximum social utility. In the jargon, there are
"external costs" which are borne by the community. Only
if chimney building could be a matter of free bargaining
among everyone affected could the conditions for maximum utility be restored.
This example is, of course, only one of many. The
building of airports and trunk roads provides others, and
there are many examples of external benefits as well as
of external costs. The effect of land-value taxation upon
such situations could clearly be important, but has not
received much attention from economists.
In the world as we know it there are a great many departures from free competition. Wage rates and interest
rates are to a considerable extent determined administratively. There are private monopolies that raise prices by
restricting output, and there are public monoplies, some
of which make no direct charge for their services. If in
these circumstances resources were-allocated without planning in such a way as to yield maximum social utility,
it would only be by reiparkable coincidence.
These imperfections, together with the question of external costs and benefits, are the justification that welfare
economics gives to economic planning. This dilution of
the strong case for free competition goes, significantly,
under the name of "the theory of the second best." Despairing of a radical change of institutions, the proponents
of this theory envisage government planning as a way of
correcting the distortions induced by market imperfections
and of thus increasing social utility. But this theory is
largely a negative one: it does not say how!
The real weakness of the pure theory of welfare
economics lies in its attempt to evade political questions.
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Welfare Economics
GARDNER
m, the economists have proceeded to construct
called 'welfare economics'."

If Ellen prefers marmalade and David prefers jam, no
conceivable feat of economic reasoning can tell us how
to get the maximum utility for Ellen and David together.
There can be no objective standards by which the
strengths of their preferences could be measured. Since,
because of (this, we cannot add their utilities, we cannot
speak logically of their combined utility, still less that of
a whole community.
Yet such choices are made on a national scale, with the
consent of the community, if not with their approval in
individual cases. It is not feasible even in a democracy
to have a plebiscite every time an economic choice has
to be made. As a matter of intellectual curiosity it is interesting to consider what would be the outcome if such
matters were determined by plebiscite. There is now a
body of theory dealing with this question called "the
theory of democratic group decisions." The problem of
defining democracy in the terms of welfare is answered in
this theory by "a democracy is an organisation that enables the majority to impose social costs upon the minority." If this definition excites revulsion, it may prompt
some thought concerning the nature of politics
The idea of utility as a criterion of government action
has its origin not in economic theory but in political
theory. It was applied by Bentham in ithe eighteenth century to the problem of crime and punishment, and extended to build a complete theory of governments The belief that governments exist for the good of the people had.
of course, been a part of the European tradition since
the days of ancient Greece. But medieval thinkers had imposed upon this concept an essentially authoritarian view
of the good of the people. When Aristotle had said that
the function of government was to make men good, he
probably meant good citizens. His medieval followers required governments to "coerce men from evil" and invoked the authority of the Church to determine what was
to be considered evil. What Bentham and the Utilitarians tried to do was to replace this authoritarian theory
by one in which the utility of each citizen as seen by
himself would be the criterion.
Here, you might say, was the first attempt to separate
moral justice from utility. But the Utilitarians did not see
it this way. They simply denied that, as far as government was concerned, there could be any moral principle
except utility or the "greatest good of the greatest
number." It was a liberating philosophy, but an inadequate
one: quite unable to explain the great feeling for justice
expressed, for example, by Wilberforce's successful campaign to free the slaves.
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Even within its own limitations, the philosophy failed
to provide any agreement concerning the practical problem of finding out what constitutes the greatst good. The
Utilitarians hoped that democracy would provide a solution. Their attempts to indicate how the intensity of individual preferences might be allowed for were not particularly helpful, but they did acknowledge thait it would
noit be right to impose severe deprivation upon a minority to satisfy a mere preference of the majority. John
Stuart Mill in his famous essay On Liberty warned
against a "tyranny of the majority" and sought to limit
the scope of government aotion. He tried to draw a distinction between "self-regarding acts" and those that
affect others, but got into a muddle that has been used
as an object lesson by teachers of logic ever since.
One way—perhaps the only way—by which the intensity
of a person's preference can be measured is by seeing
what he is prepared (to forego in order to have the object
preferred: in short, by the price he is prepared to pay.
If this way of looking at prices and preferences is to
be pursued logically, it has to be recognised that the concept of preference must not be confined (to goods and
services. For every individual, there comes a point at
which he is prepared to forego any further earnings for
the sake of some leisure in which to enjoy them. This
has led welfare economists to speak of "the price of
leisure." For any individual, the price of leisure is measured by what he is prepared to forego in order to have
it: namely, his wage rate. It follows that the utility enjoyed by the community as a whole will be reduced unless
each individual is free to balance the benefits of working
against its costs in loss of leisure.
Clearly, the logic of welfare theory would not be complete unless it included a consideration of how wages
should be determined. The theory shows that a perfect
solution is obtained if each man's wage is equal to his
"marginal product"—that is to say to the value of the
additional goods produced by his efforts. This, they say,
is what would happen if wage rates were to be determined by free competition, and what has to happen if the
community is to enjoy the maximum of utility.
In drawing this conclusion, economists have implicitly
assumed that wealth is distributed only in the form of
either wages or interest. They have in fact assumed the
private appropriation of land rent out of existence. Since
this assumption is essential to their conclusion as to how
to get maximum utility, their own arguments can be used
to show that land-value taxation is a necessary prerequisite.
Now that the fallacies of welfare economics have been
exploded, it provides what could be a most powerful tool
of argument. It can be used to show that governments
have set us a series of objectives (such as economic
growth, balance of payments surplus, and so on) which
are in fact entirely unrelated to the welfare of those whom
politicians are elected to serve. It can show where our
present institutions are imperfect by indicating where
utility is lost. And, above all, it can show that the ideas
of social justice and economic welfare are inseparable.
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M a m m o t h Enquiry Loses Its Way
JULIA BASTIAN
"That certain classes have enormous wealth and political influence should not hold
back the economist who is intellectually honest enough to follow through a line
of thought with statements he believes to be right."

"-ECONOMIC INEQUALITY is typically the outcome
of social inequality, and the reverse is also true."
This statement is made by Professor Gunnar Myrdal,
the Swedish economist, in his massive triple-volume
discourse entitled Asian Drama: An Inquiry into the
Poverty of Nations. Sponsored by the Twentieth Century
Fund a New York philanthropic foundation, it took ten
years' to complete, cost 250,000 dollars, and was carried
out in conjunction with the Institute for International
Economic Studies at Stockholm University. Here, until
recently, the 69-year-old professor was a Director.
In an earlier century, Adam Smith's searching work.
An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth
of Nations, also went in hot pursuit of this theme, and
unravelled it with some success, preparing the way for
much deep reflection on the fundamental incentives of
self-interest and natural liberty. Except in length and
strength, the two enquiries can hardly be compared. Smith
advocated the natural order and was a devout free
trader. Myrdal favours self-help for the Asians rather
than aid from the West, advocates campaigns for birth
control, and proposes agricultural improvements to provide incentives for the landless, the sharecroppers and
tenants. He also suggests that more men like Gandhi
would help move things along. Unless drastic changes are
made soon, he says, the explosive potential bound up in
starving Asia will increase along with the misery.
Obviously, the more light that can be shed on the
enigma of so much poverty in the midst of staggering
wealth, the sooner may we come to understand fully the
true principles of government. And it is through such
books as Asian Drama that the modern economists of
the world may be obliged to wade.
Probably few reviewers will claim to have plodded
through this long gloomy work, but like this writer, will
have settled for broad assessments based on extensive
"dippings in." The three books are shaped in seven sections, with ponderous appendices to deal with all the
items that cannot be fitted in elsewhere. They are interspersed with graphs, lists of technical data, logarithmic
scales, equations, tables, and countless footnotes. It must
all be there—or nearly all. There are, however, no pictures, not even of the author, although a photograph is
sent with the review copies which shows the author looking extremely happy about his book.
Dipping into this study one is immersed in long discursive tracts on all the political and economic problems
of India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Burma, Thailand, Malaysia,
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Indonesia and the Philippines. And if -this is not enough,
there are additional sections dealing with troubles in Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia. A lot of space is devoted
to the Vietnam war and its background, which makes it
plain that Myrdal deplores the United States policies
in Vietnam and favours an American withdrawal.
While this is interesting enough, it adds little to the
basic enquiry regarding poverty. It is obvious that
while any nation is at war the poverty of its peoples is
intensified.
One frequently-used word throughout Asian
Drama
is the eight-letter word "planning," and the reader senses
that Gunnar Myrdal is the sort of man who would dearly
love to sit at the top of the economic pyramid and replan it to his satisfaction down to the bottom-most Strata.
Tndeed, as executive secretary of the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe from 1947-1957, it is
reported that he planned the Commission so thoroughly
that he turned it into a valuable economic research institution, and no doubt he has gone on planning and collecting data ever since.
In Sweden Myrdal is a controversial figure, a tilter
at Sweden's establishment, and one of the few Left wing
intellectuals of the Social Democratic Party. H e possesses
that monumental self-confidence that goes with a compulsion to tell the world what is wrong with it. His wife,
Alva, is a Minister Without Portfolio in charge of disarmament affairs for the Swedish Government. In 1957,
when her husband arrived in India to study the many
problems there, she was already on hand as Ambassador. She herself is an expert on population and other
social matters, and no doubt they were able to tackle
India together.
Perhaps the author's most frequently expressed anxiety
is with regard to the growth of population and the hazards
of under-employment. Mankind is said to be multiplying
by geometrical progression. For the year AD 2000 a world
population of 4.5 billion is estimated. For the year 2160,
the figure may have exploded to 18.5 billion. The next
flood may not be a deluge of water but a flood of human
beings—the population bomb—and this seems likely to
detonate within the next generation or so.
Pushing through this fear is the urgent message that
poverty is self generating. Mydal directs our attention to
what seems to him to be a vicious circle keeping down
productivity; low incomes, low standards of life, poor
nutrition, miserable housing, inadequate schools and training, too few health facilities. All these, Myrdal says, are
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the other side of the coin of low productivity. H e does
not mention that in conditions where labour is readily
available, and land is enclosed, the labourer's share remains the same even if production rises. Although he is

careful to point out that behind this causal mechanism
there lies a social system of institutions and power relations, particularly in regard to the ownership and utilisation of land resources, he never really comes to grips
with the problem. H e scarcely mentions the scourge of
monopoly a n d does not look u p o n it as a stranglehold
upon development and individual liberty.
N o r does the author carry his observations much further—into the realm of systems of land tenure in Asia,
for example—but slides off to blame poverty onto population growth or the primitive techniques employed in
agriculture, or to negative controls of this or that—even
in some cases to climatic conditions or geographical
features.
Myrdal's fascination with population growth has shown
him that where land is not freely available, increase of
population tends to f r a g m e n t holdings and to strengthen
the class structure by increasing t h e n u m b e r s of landless
and poor. But he ignores totally the economic importance
of rising land values w h e n land is enclosed, a n d t h e effect
of this on the economy. Any references h e makes to
land taxes are brief, o f t e n submerged in other matters,
and left largely unexplained. F o r example, w e learn that
land taxes o f t e n m a d e u p a large part of t h e tax revenue
during the Colonial era. N o w a d a y s in all the South Asian
countries, they are very low indeed, if they exist at all.
W e are not told how or why they were reduced, or what
the direct results have been, or w h o was responsible f o r
the reduction. N o doubt the pattern in Asia is much the
same as it has been in Europe.
Hidden away in a section called Positive Operational
Controls is a brief quote by Nicholas Kaldor, f r o m Will
Underdeveloped
Countries Learn to Taxi In this sophisticated discussion i)t is pointed out that the distribution of
income is very unequal, and a large part of t h e national
income — in the poorest countries probably a fifth
or m o r e — accrues in the f o r m of rent on land a n d
property. " U n d e r these conditions," states K a l d o r , "a
progressive land tax would produce additional revenue
with a m i n i m u m of sacrifice. It would also m a k e land
r e f o r m s m o r e feasible by lowering land values, and if
properly constructed would raise productivity. But a
tax of this nature," he adds, "would be resisted by the
landholding classes, which are all-powerful e v e r y w h e r e . . . "
With this, the
discussion
is closed,
presumably
because M y r d a l feels that if the p o w e r f u l landholding
classes are going to block its path, there is really n o
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purpose in pushing the matter, however right and proper
such a policy might be.
T h a t certain classes have enormous wealth and political
influence should not hold back the economist who is intellectually honest enough to follow through a line of
thought with statements he believes to be right. Disappointingly, neither Myrdal nor any one of the six assistants w h o helped him prepare his material have felt it
necessary to pursue the suggestion put forward by Kaldor
to what must be the logical and equitable solution to
poverty.
On the subject of income tax there is just as much weaving about and pulling apart without arriving at any convincing policy or recommendation. But the facts are there
in full. It was in Colonial times, we learn, that income
tax was clapped on to South Asia, since when tax rates
have been raised consistently. In the highest income
brackets they are as high or higher now than in the West.
T a x laws in South Asia seem to be more complicated,
unclear and ambiguous t h a n our own, possibly because
of "the machinations of powerful interested parties." A n d
like Western nations, tax avoidance on a massive scale
has thrown up a phenomenal increase in the number of
income tax practitioners.
T h e reader searches in vain f o r any reference to the
idea that taxation can be diminished, or even done away
with completely, if a tax on land rent were to be substituted and used as an incentive to get things moving. A n d
what is so surprising is that while Myrdal readily refers
to countless authors in the text, quoting liberally f r o m
hundreds of books and speeches dealing with everything
f r o m Asian inhibtions to tropical architecture in the humid
zone, not once does he refer to the undoubtedly great
concepts of f r e e trade, f r e e land or free m e n . N o r does
he m a k e the smallest reference ito the works of H e n r y
George, Patrick Edward Dove, J o h n Stuart Mill, William Ogilvie or the Physiocrats, who, would h e but admit it, have already plumbed the depths of this perplexing
subject.
Indeed, as a Scandinavian himself, Myrdal must surely
be familiar with Danelaw communities, the backbone of
which was the society of f r e e men. In England this
peasant aristocracy, as was clearly reflected in the Domesday Book of William the Conqueror, owed certain obligations to the owner of the estate in return for the land
they occupied. T h e f r u i t of their labour was all their own.
F r e e d o m will come only when influential writers like

Myrdal, and the community itself, understands the essential idea of c o m m u n a l f r e e d o m and its direct relationship to civil rights, the level of earnings and the system
of land tenure.
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Here are some talking points f r o m Myrdal's book.
On land redistribution. " . . . although declarations in
f a v o u r of radical redistribution of land continue to be m a d e
(for example, 'the land to the tiller' as suggested in the
Indian F o u r t h Plan), such a policy is politically out of
the question . . . As an intellectual exercise, however, it
is worth considering . . . "
On labour. "A radical land distribution holds out the
promise of creating a transformation in the attitudes of
the rural labourer by cutting through the deterrents to
work . . . it might also cut through the debilitating influence of the prevalent share-cropping system."
On agricultural policy. " P e r h a p s the most conspicuous
result of post-war policies in South Asian countries has
been the strength of the upper strata in the villages and
the corresponding reduction in the position of sharecroppers a n d landless labourers. All the policy measures
adopted by governments have tended to shift the power
balance in f a v o u r of the privileged. Piecemeal r e f o r m s
have thus dimmed the prospects for radical reforms, despite the deterioration in the status of the weaker members of the rural hierarchy a n d the rapid increase in their
numbers."
On public utilities. "State investments in public utilities create profits in the private sector . . . most construction is left to private entrepreneurs, the larger p a r t of
what appears to be public investment is paid out directly
to these private companies."
Asian Drama, published in N e w Y o r k by P a n t h e o n
Books at $8.50, comes in a three-volume p a p e r b a c k boxed
edition. A h a r d cover limited edition at $25 will b e m o r e
practical f o r .libraries, civil servants a n d government
bodies w h o m a y wish to have this status symbol and usef u l reference book to hand.
CORRECTION
r y H E A R T I C L E " N o R e t u r n to Protection" published
last m o n t h did not carry the note of attribution. It was
in fact f r o m EFT A Bulletin. We apologise for this ommission.
T h e article, while advocating freer trade and m a k i n g a
number of good points, did of course, fall short of the
full free trade argument, a n d an editorial note to this
effect was to have introduced the article.
Criticising EFT A Bulletin's
statement, Mr. Stephen
Martin writes: " I a m rather disturbed by an article in
last m o n t h ' s LAND & LIBERTY entitled ' N o Return t o Protection.' This article is quite definitely misleading. Protection exists today to a greater extent than ever before
in history, so how can we return to something t h a t already dominates the political arena? T h e real title should
have been 'The Utter Failure of Reciprocity.' Unilateralism is the only alternative. I certainly do not understand w h a t 'liberalising f r e e trade' means. Furthermore,
there is an implicit acceptance of the balance of payments
argument as the symptom of economic crisis. T h e existing crisis has nothing to d o with t h e 'national' international trade figures."
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QUESTIONS IN PARLIAMENT
Royal Commission on Local Government—In answer
to a question, Mr. Skeffington, the Joint Parliamentary
Secretary to the Ministry of Housing and Local Government, said that he expected to receive the report of the
Royal Commission on Local Government towards ithe end
of 1968. T h e Government had made it absolutely clear
since and even before the setting up of the Royal Commission, that it would be impossible to embark on a
wide-scale alternative in local government finance until
the structure had been established.
Land Commission (Betterment Levy)—In answer to
questions, Mr. MacDermoit, the Minister of State for
Housing and Local Government, said that betterment
levy collected in 1967-8 amounted to £463,000, whereas
the total collected u p to 24 April, 1968 was £747,300
T h e rate of collection had now risen to about £3.5 million a year and the expected yield in 1968-69 w a s £8.3
million. T h e annual cost of assessment and collection was
about £2.3 million. T h e reason why the collection of levy
at present was at a relatively low level was because of
the transitional provision which exempted builders' stocks.
T h e L a n d Commission was at present negotiating for
the acquisition of seventy-six sites totalling 3,245 acres,
at an estimated cost price of £11.1 million. T w o small
sites amounting to 11 acres h a d been vested in the Commission. T h e Commission was investigating additional
sites extending to over 23,000 acres.
Concessionary Crownhold Dispositions — In answer
to a question, M r . M a c D e r m o t said that the L a n d Commision h a d m a d e no concessionary crownhold dispositions
for the provision of housing.
Compulsory Purchase (Land Commission's Powers)—
Mr. R o n a l d Bell (Buckinghamshire South, Cons.) asked
the Minister of Housing and Local G o v e r n m e n t whether
he was aware t h a t developers were threatening private
property owners with the use of the L a n d Commission's
powers of compulsory purchase in order to facilitate purchases of land.
Mr. M a c D e r m o t , the Minister of State, said -that he
was aware of reports to that effect. T h e L a n d Commission did not approve of this practice'.

A S O T H E R S SEE

US

A

M E R I C A is not a tidy place. Y o u can do things
in E u r o p e you just can't d o here. Y o u read
about social services in Europe a n d you c a n give
people orders and put t h e m into special housing
projects where you check up on their homekeeping
practices. Y o u can't d o that here; there'd be a
revolution. A n d so the whole thing is m u c h m o r e
disorderly.
—An
American
sociologist, quoted
in the
Observer Review, J u n e 9, in an article on violence
in the U.S.A.
L A N D & LIBERTY

Michael D. K. Turner
j y j A K E N O M I S T A K E , the recent operations of the I.RC.
are of the utmost significance. I had better explain at once
that these initials stand for Industrial Reoganisation Corporation and not Industrial
Relations
Commission,
though t o be sure one would be hard put to say which
makes a greater travesty of its charter. One could call
the operations of the l.R.C. a f o r m of back-door nationalisation, and the point about it is that is uses public money
to promote mergers with no apparent constraint, and it
is answerable to no one but itself.
There are some strange pronouncements being made
in the background. On the one side is Mr. Peter Horden,
MP, stating that the Corporation has acted in a way
that is arbitrary, presumptuous, dangerous and wrong,
and expensive to the country. Opposed to him is no less
a figure than Lord Fisher of Lambeth, Archbishop of
Canterbury until 1961, who wrote to The Times stating
that he was only a layman in matters of finance, but
was utterly ready to trust to the judgement of the I.R.C.
T h e issue is whether to m a k e the free market system
work by reducing the impediments to it, or whether to
dismantle the free m a r k e t altogether. T h e I.R.C. are a
powerful team of demolition experts who themselves
decide just what is m e a n t by "the national interest."

Some of the giants of the mining world have been reporting this month, but the one of greatest interest and
f r o m which most can be learned is Selection Trust
Limited, which is inextricably entwined with the life story
of Sir A l f r e d Chester Beatty, who died a few months ago,
aged 93. H e was American by birth, but floated his company in L o n d o n in 1914. T h e Earl of C r o m e r pointed out
last year in his Arthur K. Salomon lecture in N e w York
what immense value a n international capital m a r k e t has,
and here is a prime example of how it has worked to
our advantage in the U . K . The capital with which this
enterprise was f o u n d e d was £50,000. but the total assets
today are £112,088,000. N o w this certainly raises all sorts
of questions, but I merely say: send for this report and
read it first, and remember it was not roses all the way.
It is quite certain that a similar company today would
be floated in many financial centres, but not in L o n d o n .

The sign of danger in an economy is not so m u c h the
rise in the cost of living, but the flight f r o m currency into what the G e r m a n s call Sachwerte,
articles of value
such as pictures and antiques.
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A very readable new book is The Business of Capitalism by H a r o l d Wincott, publish by the Institute of
Economic Affairs at 40s. Readers will recognise that
we review many books by the I.E.A. for the reason
that for content and expression of philosophy they are
in a class of their own, despite their limited view on what
is involved in free enterprise. (By the way, an annual
subscription of £5s 5s. entitles one to nearly all of the
publications of the I.E.A.).
This volume is a collection of some fifty essays written
as weekly articles f o r The Financial Times, and I personally was delighted to find one essay entitled " O n T u r n ing $2 Million into $86 Million," referring to the Alliance
Trust of Dundee about which 1 wrote in City Column
earlier this year.
Plain capitalism is as prone to abuse as any other system in this imperfect world, but it is encouraging to read
these trenchant essays in which Mr. Wincotit so ably
points out the long term consequences of expedients devised to meet day t o day needs, whether sponsored by
management, labour, government or electorate.
Having been originally written for a newspaper, there
is a tendency for some of the allusions to date a little,
but the pieces entitled " A d a m Smith and Y o u K n o w
W h o " and " H o w N o t to R e f o r m Taxes" will stand the
test of time. Of interest are the author's views on free
trade—"But Not This Week,"—and the consequences of
the Yugoslav Tariff Cuts of nearly three years ago (page
63); on protection (page 96) a n d on land values—"The
Speculator."
As L o r d Robbins states in his foreword, Mr. Wincott
takes the whole field of economic policy for his province, and humanity a n d candour are the salient features
of his work. Mr. Wincott is a great debunker of economic
myths, although one would wish he had a greater understanding of what is involved in the economic factor,
land, and a less compromising attitude towards f r e e trade.
Address: T h e Registrar, Selection Trust Ltd., Mason's
Avenue, London, EC2.

BOOK REVIEW

No Visionary Gleam
J T IS N O T N E C E S S A R Y to have visited the L o u v r e to
realise that the French painter Jacques Louis David
was a master at depicting scenes f r o m the Napoleonic
era. Reproductions of his stirring portraits such as " T h e
Death of M a r a t " appear in all the history books, for he
made the best of his opportunities and matched great
events with great canvasses. S o m e people call it inspiration.
Moving with a tinge of regret f r o m David to Professor
Sidney Wells, we find in Research M o n o g r a p h N o . 17,
The Shape of Britain's Tariff, o n e of the most important
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subjects tackled by the Institute of Economic Affairs.
T h e booklet opens with a Historic Perspective, commencing with the Treaty of C o m m e r c e between Britain and
F r a n c e of 1860, which incorporated the most-favourednation clause, a n d it covers the British Tariff T o d a y , and
Consequences of Freer Trade. Like the curate's egg,
parts of iit are excellent: the concluding note on Comparative Cost Advantage h a s seldom been better stated.
We learn that Britain has one of the highest protectionist
tariffs in the world; h o w agriculture has remained o n e of
G A T F s most intractable problems; and what the impact of E F T A has been.
However, it is o n the section dealing with t h e consequences of freer trade that Professor Wells appears both
lame and tame. Our i n f o r m a t i o n of assessing a n d collecting duty a n d reclaiming drawback are such that the actual
revenue produced on these is tiny. T h e majority of these
pinpricks could be removed to give lower h o m e prices,
a better use of resources, a greater incentive to hard
work, and fewer restrictive practices. These consequences
all appear in the pamphlet, and the case is argued f o r
the "salutory jolt" f o r galvanising the economy into greater efficiency. G o o d wine needs n o bush, but a case
should not be so understated that t h e reader is in doubt
if there is anything in it at all. Y o u r reviewer must be
p a r d o n e d f o r echoing Wordsworth's lines f r o m
Intimations
of Immortality
and asking of the author of The Shape
of Britain's
Tariff—
Whither is fled the visionary gleam,
Where is it now, t h e glory a n d the d r e a m ?
—M.D.K.T.
BOOK REVIEW

Joint

Indictment

p E R H A P S I expect too much, b u t when I read what
a m o u n t s to a collective attack u p o n monoplies, government intervention a n d nationalisation by a group of
eminent economists and businessmen, I expect to reach
the end with a sense of a case well made. In t h e I E A ' s
latest collection of essays* I was slightly disappointed.
Some telling points are m a d e a n d some interesting suggestions are offered, but the m o o d of the volume is somewhat dispirited. It is as t h o u g h t h e authors set out t o
c o m f o r t those already of their own persuasion, but
despaired of producing arguments likely to influence the
opposition. T h e essays are for the m o s t p a r t a n u m b e r of
expressions of opinion rather t h a n well-reasoned and
connected arguments.
Seven of the twelve essays are by c h a i r m e n of wellknown companies. Together these provide a fairly clear
picture of the combination of f o r m a l planning a n d opportunism that characterises the m a n a g e m e n t of large
businesses. T h e reader is left in n o doubt t h a t the ad-

fngs fn Political Economy 2. Institute of Econom.c Affairs
Ltd., 15s.

ditional uncertainty introduced by government intervention makes the task a great deal m o r e difficult. All the
chairmen are in favour of less intervention a n d m o r e
competition, but none has anything to say a b o u t investment grants or resale price maintenance or a b o u t protection.
I f o u n d myself wishing that more space had been given
to the f o u r economists; they at least did not feel b o u n d to
avoid such contentious issues.
Professor J o h n Jewkes has contributed a paper dealing
mainly with anti-monopoly legislation. His proposal that
legislation should be f r a m e d to f o r b i d certain practices,
rather t h a n to set up courts to decide whether they are
" o n balance" in the public interest, should have considerable appeal to all who have studied the hazy arguments
employed by the Restrictive Practices Court.
Professor J a c k Wiseman's paper o n nationalisation is a
pretty severe condensation of the case against nationalisation. The pricing problem faced by the boards of public corporations, for example, gets only a couple of sentences. His proposal to denationalise the railways lacks
the detail (not to say the colour) with which t h e same
solution has been advocated at Vauxhall Bridge R o a d !
T h e most powerful a n d persuasive of the papers is
that by Ralph Harris. Having analysed and disposed of
the antics of " N e d d y , " Mr. Harris offers his o w n tenpoint five year plan, which includes the elimination of
tariffs and subsidies. This in two pages provides the positive part of the publication—'the part which t o m y mind
justifies a recommendation.
T h e remainder of the book is m a d e u p by a condensed version of J o h n Brunner's brilliant E a t o n Paper on
the National Plan, and a study of industrial frustration
by a psychologist which may throw some light on the
causes of the recent unrest in France.
It is a pity that the volume lacks a bibliography because its principal f u n c t i o n must be to provide a concise
introduction t o a subject that deserves deeper study.
—N.K.G.

CURATE'S EGG
yHE

Reorganisation Commission f o r Eggs h a s recommended that the British E g g Marketing Board be
wound up, a decision that will be supported by producers
and consumers alike. But it does n o t r e c o m m e n d a return
to a f r e e market. Although, under its plan, the £22 million a year subsidy would be phased out, m i n i m u m import
prices for eggs would be introduced, and producers in
N o r t h e r n Ireland and the Orkneys would be subsidised
to enable t h e m to compete on equal terms with producers
on the mainland. In addition, compensation would be paid
to producers leaving the industry, a n d a new, small .central authority would be established to oversee the industry,
financed by a levy on day-old chicks.
Although this m a y be an improvement on the present
set-up, as f a r as bureaucratic control of the industry is
concerned, it really a m o u n t s to a changeover f r o m subsidies to tariff protection, a m o v e that is likely in the
f u t u r e to be extended to agriculture as a whole.
L A N D & LIBERTY
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Newspaper Protection
S. W. ALEXANDER

II

:

"Important channels of communication of a vital alternative policy and opinion
is lost to the public."

Mr. Alexander
was the first person
employed
by the late Lord Beaverbrook
when he came to
England
in 1910. He became
his private
secretary and subsequently
financial editor of all his
newspapers,
his service
covering
a period
of
thirty-five
years. Apart from his activities on the
editorial
side of newspapers,
he was also concerned in management.
For a period of
eighteen
years after leaving
the Beaverbrook
service
because of disagreement
about the advocacy of protectionist economic
policies, he owned and edited
the City P r e s s newspaper.
It can thus be assumed
that he has some
experience
of the
motives
activating newspaper proprietors and their
editors.

' T H E D I S M I S S A L of Mr. Cecil King f r o m the chairmanship of the International Publishing Corporation,
and recent statements by Lord T h o m s o n , raise issues of
national significance.
Lord T h o m s o n said that he believes a newspaper proprietor has n o right to intrude his views on the public,
and that he thinks that editors are m o r e familiar with
conditions and have no leanings towards megalomania
such as might be the case with a proprietor who thinks
he has a loit of power. Lord T h o m s o n also said that Mr.
King had always m a d e a virtue of the fact that he was
not interested in profits, whereas he, Lord T h o m s o n , believes that the chairman of a company represents the
shareholders. H e said: "I a m darn sure that they are interested in profits. 1 think Mr. Cudlipp, who succeeds
Mr. King, will be m o r e interested, and will operate on
that basis."
In the conditions of a commercialised Press, and not
being an owner or a very large shareholder himself, Mr.
King's position in respect of ithe expression of his own
opinion in the newspapers under his control was at all
times vulnerable. Nevertheless, in recent times he has
been endeavouring, t h r o u g h the columns of the Daily
Mirror, to arouse the British people to a recognition of
the serious nature of the situation c o n f r o n t i n g them. His
motives were good and honourable, but f r o m a purely
commercial point of view he was in the w r o n g place.
Only recently, in a television interview, Mr. K i n g expressed the opinion that the influence of the Daily
Mirror on its sixteen million readers could be only marginal because if it said things that seemed outrageous to
a number of readers it would lose circulation. Only small

publications with a circulation of possibly five thousand
copies, he said, could be bold in telling the truth. Because Mr. King tried to itell the truth to sixteen million
readers he was dismissed by his colleagues, who apparently insist on high profitability at all costs.
Thus the remaining directors of International Publishing Corporation accept Lord T h o m s o n ' s view of their
responsibilities. A n d while Mr. K i n g m a y appear to m a k e
a virtue out of not putting too m u c h emphasis on profits, Lord T h o m s o n m a k e s a virtue of delegating full responsibility and giving "complete f r e e d o m " to his editors,
provided that their newspapers achieve m a x i m u m profitability. This raises an important question.
Would Lord T h o m s o n allow any of his editors to
advocate a policy of f r e e imports of f o o d and raw
materials without discrimination and without import
duties? T h e anwer would appear to be that unless the
editor concerned is a patriot and is prepared to take the
chances of the loss of advertising revenue that might result f r o m the advocacy of such a policy, he will not do
so.
By such restriction, important channels of communication of a vital alternative policy and opinion
is
lost to the public. T h e reason is that because of t h e aband o n m e n t of the free trade policy—which a b a n d o n m e n t
began with the imposition of the M c K e n n a Duties in 1915
—almost all the advertising in newspapers comes directly
f r o m industries protected by tariffs a n d other devices f r o m
overseas competition.
T h e protectionist policy, which has kept out overseas
competitive goods, has been a most p o w e r f u l influence
behind the greatest m o v e m e n t towards amalgamation ever
seen in this country, and behind the nationalisation movement. It has driven vast n u m b e r s of small independent
men of business out of existence, and has concentrated
industrial, economic and political power into fewer and
fewer hands—a very dangerous trend. It has put up
costs internally, and in a protected m a r k e t these costs
could until recently be passed o n to the consumer, and
are still being passed on by newspapers to the newspaper
reading public. But while those costs have so f a r been
met by the h o m e consumer, they have also had to be met
by our exporting industries. These industries could not
pass increased costs on to the foreign buyer, with the
consequence that there h a s now h a d to be a mass wage
reduction by means of reducing ithe quality of m o n e y by
inflation, a grossly u n f a i r and improper procedure.
T h e International Publishing Corporation a n d the
T h o m s o n group are themselves products of the protection-
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ist policy and the inflation that accompanies it, which has
until recently brought great prosperity to the newspaper
industry and has undermined our world trading position.
Mr. King has said that only small publications can
tell the truth. In that he m a y well be mistaken. Integrity
and patriotism are qualities that the British people will
always recognise, and a small publication telling what its
proprietor believes to be the truth and at the same time
selling at a price that will allow it to survive with a
m i n i m u m of advertising revenue, might well grow into a
large publication.

be opened so that the alternative policy to that which has
brought our country to its present humiliating condition
can be explained and fully debated. So long as protectionist advertising is allowed to block the channels of communication to the people there will be confusion in the
public mind and a failure to deal honestly and justly with
the problems that beset us. Mr. K i n g is doubtless recognising that size in the newspaper business is n o t all that
important f r o m the national point of view. L o r d T h o m son will have to learn that profits are not everything.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES—1
T ^ O B O D Y h a d a lot of sympathy f o r George Bernard
Shaw, a lifelong apostle of socialism, when he wrote
an article complaining bitterly that tax left him only 6d.
in the £ of his earnings. Soaking the rich, it seems, is all
right so long as you do not get wet yourself.

Despite the statements by L o r d T h o m s o n about the
f r e e d o m of his editors, a n d despite M r . King's attempt at
f r e e d o m of expression f o r himself, there are in our country t o d a y serious obstacles to f r e e d o m of speech. These
obstacles arise directly as a result of the protectionist
policy, a n d they are not confined only to the newspapers.
They are f o u n d in all industries that are protected or are
concerned with protected industries.
Where is t h e bank manager operating in a n agricultural area in East Anglia, f o r instance, who will dare even
to express privately his belief in the soundness for the
nation of a f r e e trade policy? We in the f r e e t r a d e movement know that there are such m e n . But can they appear
on public platforms with us as ithey used to do before
the advent of the protectionist policy? They can not. They
know that if they did so they would immediately lose the
accounts of protected f a r m e r s t o their competitors in the
same town. Where is t h e m a n employed in the chemical
industry, whose directors are constantly demanding that
government should impose anti-dumping duties against
foreign imports, who will come out in public and insist
that the consumer should have the advantage of abundance, quality, variety a n d cheapness wherever it may be
available?
Nearly forty years of experience has proved that the
evils that the f r e e traders of the past predicted would result f r o m the a b a n d o n m e n t of f r e e trade by o u r island
nation have happened, a n d the final consequences of protection now c o n f r o n t us. T h e r e is n o easy way out. T h e
requirements are that there should be a n immediate
limitation on the volume of paper m o n e y that the government puts into circulation; the budget above a n d below
the line should be balanced; exchange control should be
a b a n d o n e d and the people enabled to m a k e t h e best use
of their money by buying f r o m the cheapest market.
In our present circumstances t h e first requirement is
that the channels of communication to the people should
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In Parliament, recently, Mr. Eric Heffer, a L a b o u r left
winger, said that while he was a great believer in the
government intervening in this, that and the other, he got
a bit worried when interventionist policies became too
general. W h a t was worrying him then in particular was
Mrs. Barbara Castle's statement, as Minister of Employment and Productivity, that the G o v e r n m e n t was going to
intervene in wage bargaining.
Most trade unionists have been wondering f o r a long
time, since the Government started trying to hold wages
down, whether they h a d not bred a monster. But that is
the trouble about such things. Once you depart f r o m the
basic rule that the government is just a housewife whose
job is to keep the h o m e running, leaving the people who
live in it to get on with their own jobs and interests, there
is no controlling it.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES—2
TN

1966 there was a genuinely significant increase in
the n u m b e r of days lost in work as a result of sickness, and a correspondingly hefty rise—to £250 million
—in the cost of sickness benefits . . . It does seem a curious coincidence that this large increase in absenteeism
—voluntary or involuntary—occurred in the year in which
the G o v e r n m e n t first introduced wage-related sickness
and unemployment benefits. These can a m o u n t to as
m u c h as 85 per cent of a man's n o r m a l t a k e - h o m e pay.
But it is time that politicians began to ask themselves
exactly where all this well-meant benevolence is leading
us. W e have only one labour f o r c e in Britain. It is being depleted at one end by a trend towards early retirement, and at the other by extended schooling. If the
middle tier is to be discouraged f r o m work either by u n economic disincentives or over-generous sick pay, which
of us will be left to produce the wealth that provides all
these splendid bounties?
The Daily Telegraph,
LAND &
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Miscellany
Land Owner Facing "Ruin"
A S A protest at being offered a
" s h a m e f u l price" f o r his land
under a compulsory purchase order,
a land owner dumped a load of earth
on the steps of Basingstoke T o w n
Hall, reports the Evening
Standard,
M a y 30. Said the owner, a Mr. Cole:
" M y land is right in the very centre
of the office block area for Basingstoke's N e w Town. Across the road
there are multi-storey blocks of
offices going up. My land is worth
£500,000 and all we are to get is the
offer of £7,000 under compulsory
purchase. This is a swindle. T o o m a n y
people in Basingstoke have suffered
because of the cruel injustice of the
way in which the law of compulsory
purchase acts. I'm not sitting down
under it and facing ruin, I'm going
on fighting."
Mr. Cole's attitude is understandable. If it were explained t o him that
he did nothing to create the half
million p o u n d value he claims, he
would probably retort, "So what, but
why pick on m e "
Tn this context he would certainly
have a point.

Canvas Better Than Paper
k R T G A L L E R I E S have been doing
very well lately. T h e y are enjoying the biggest spending spree
since b e f o r e the war, reported The
Daily
Telegraph
recently. Dealers
thought it due to the lack of confidence in the £ rather than enthusiasm for art.
Quoting a spokesman for Antique
Finder, the Telegraph
reports: " T h e
last three antique fairs in the country have been a sell-out. T h e r e have
been phenomenal sales. Middle-class
people w h o fear f o r their money in
cash or shares want to see it put into
something m o r e tangible."

services of stage actors. T h e analogy,
however, is perfect; all but f o u r shows
on Broadway are closed by a strike
of actors who are objecting to the
use of British actors and actresses in
N e w York. Says the Daily
Telegraph: " W h a t is forgotten is the
general good of the theatre (and, in
so f a r as similar restrictions impede
the free movement of musicians and
other artists, the general good of
music and other arts). It is surely
good for the stage as a whole that
British plays and
British
actors
should be seen in America
and
American plays and actors in Great
Britain, and that parts should be given
to those, whether homegrown or imported. best fitted to play them. Only
so, by free competition, can standards be maintained or raised and
the living theatre enabled to compete
with all the other sorts of amusement which threaten it."

An Unenclosure Act
YVTHERE reason a n d ethics m a k e
little headway in questioning our
present inequitable system of land
tenure, instinct sometimes acts as a
substitute, though not always so as
to produce the right remedy.
A
group of
"vigilantes" last
m o n t h t o r e up by night a fence of
twenty reinforced
concrete
posts
strung with steel wire that enclosed
a stretch of open ground at the entrance t o Harlyn Bay, a beauty spot
in Cornwall.
A less ambitious attempt to fence
off the ground with a w o o d and wire
fence suffered the same fate last year.
T h e land-owner reckons himself to
be a sort of local squire, according to
one villager, and is trying to assert
his "rights" of ownership by fencing
off the land. But the land has been
open to villagers "ever since anyone
can remember . . . and we m e a n to
keep it that way."

Sauce for the Goose
A C A L L f o r f r e e t r a d e with no
"ifs" a n d " b u t s " was m a d e in a
leading article in The Daily
Telegraph on J u n e 20. Protection was
described as " n a r r o w nationalism"
and the virtues of free competition
amongst nations were extolled.
Disappointingly, the article was
referring not to f r e e t r a d e in goods,
but only to f r e e trade in services—the
JULY
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Old-fashioned Lawful Money
T » H E Federal Reserve note ($1.00),
-*- series 1963. has printed thereon
"This N o t e is Legal Tender f o r all
Debts Public and Private." A $10
note, series 1950, in fine print, has
" T h i s N o t e is Legal Tender f o r all
Debts Public and Private and is redeemable in lawful money at the

PANACEA

OF

POWER

p H O S E who have been once
intoxicated with power, and
have derived any kind of emolument f r o m it, even but f o r one
year, never can willingly abandon it. T h e y may be distressed
in the midst of all their powers;
but they will never look to anything but power for their relief.
— E d m u n d Burke

United States Treasury or at any
Federal Reserve Bank."
T r y taking one to either the U.S.
Treasury or a F.R.B. and ask to have
it "redeemed in lawful money."
While the $1 notes and the $20
notes of 1963 bear the inscription
" I n G o d W e Trust," the $10 note of
1950 does not have those words engraved on it. It does have a picture
of the U.S. Treasury building, which
picture also has a rather ancient
automobile and a few rather disreputable-looking men.
And, incidentally, the inscription
" I n G o d W e Trust" is n o w correct;
until recently was it not "Ingots We
Trust?"
—The Gargoyle, N e w Jersey, M a y

Old-fashioned Barbarism
T W O N D E R just why gold is called
A
a sterile a n d barbarous relic. All
cash, whether it is gold, paper notes,
or a chequing account, is always
sterile. T h e need to possess an ultimate reserve to pay debts, settle
accounts, a n d ward off the pains of
sudden emergencies (such as war) is
hardly a "relic." Individuals as well
as central b a n k s need such a cash reserve. W h y should they be forced t o
use a lesser store of exchange value?
Money—in all its manifestations—
functions solely as a "suspense acc o u n t " between the initial sale of a
product and the final consumption of
another product, or products, of
equivalent value, m a y b e years later.
Is this standard of value not an
ideal subject for private enterprise
operating in a n environment of competition and choice. And is it not the
very height of old-fashioned b a r b a r ism f o r mere nation states to arrogate
to themselves the unnatural power to
m a n u f a c t u r e out of thin air legally
tenderable units of account?
—B.D.G. A n t r o b u s in a letter
The Financial Times, J u n e 11.
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£ Falling at the Rate of
7i per cent a Year
' T ' H E pound's internal purchasing
-*- power has dropped 9d. since devaluation, Mr. H a r o l d Lever, Financial Secretary to the Treasury, said
in a C o m m o n s written answer. Taking
its purchasing power as 20s. in
November, its value in M a y was
19s. 3d.

Political Quip
f-FHE

latest political quip going
the rounds in New York and
L o n d o n is to the effect that if H a r o l d
Wilson had been captain of the
Titanic,
he would have told the
passengers that they'd stopped to
take on a valuable cargo of ice.

And Don't Forget to Tell
Big Brother
IT AVE
appropriate
Government
D e p a r t m e n t s been informed?
Has the sequence of events been
planned leading up to any public
announcement,
including
arrangements f o r i n f o r m i n g the employees,
trade union officials and employee
representatives, the Regional Planning Council and local authorities?
H a s advance i n f o r m a t i o n of discharge been given to the D e p a r t m e n t
of Employment and Productivity an.1
the help of the D e p a r t m e n t ' s employment services enlisted?
Has i n f o r m a t i o n been sought f r o m
the Employment Exchange on the
application of the Redundancy Payments A c t ?
— F r o m a Ministry of E m p l o y m e n t
booklet f o r employers Dealing
with
Redundancies.

Faster Than Some Can Save
A H O U S E costing £4,000 in 1963
* * can now be expected to sell f o r
some £6,000. It would n o t be a n
exaggeration t o expect prices to increase in the next five years in the
same p r o p o r t i o n — M r . C. N . N o r t o n ,
President of the National Federation
of Builders' and Plumbers'
Merchants.

Forcing Into Use
/ ^ E N T R E P O I N T , the thirty-four
^
storey office block at the top of
L o n d o n ' s C h a r i n g Cross R o a d , is n o w
104

available for letting—some two years
after it was completed. Until now it
has paid the developers to keep it
empty and wait f o r rents to rise, but
since April this year the owners have
had to pay half rates on the building, and this has no doubt influenced
their decision to let it. T h e rent they
are said to be hoping for is £ 1 | million—just over £4 a square foot.
T h e r e is still a lot of empty space
in L o n d o n . If rates on the empty
buildings cause them to be put on to
the market, a rate on the sites as
sites, irrespective of use, would obviously have the same effect—and in
addition would bring idle sites on to
the market.

Natural Resources of the
Danube
T * H E a m o u n t of vegetables and fruit
that could be grown in the D a n ube basin would be sufficient to meet
the d e m a n d s of one-third of the
population of Europe, according to
experts of the Council f o r M u t u a l
Economic Assistance (Comecon), reports Novosti I n f o r m a t i o n Service.
Hydro-engineering and reclamation
experts have prepared a project f o r
the irrigation of an area of 12+ million acres. According to estimates,
this project could be implemented by
means of building dams and waterworks on the D a n u b e itself and on
its tributaries. T h e threat of drought
in those places would be eliminated
f o r ever.
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T h e complex utilisation of the
hydro-resources
of
the
Danube
would make it possible not only to
obtain great a m o u n t s of agricultural
products but also to produce about
20,000 million K W h of electricity
per year at hydro-electric stations
there.
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TENURE

C I R , — I t was very instructive to
^
h a v e the several f o r m s of land
tenure in England a n d their meaning
defined by so competent a n author
as M r . D . J. L a t h a m Brown in his
article " A Legal Look
at
Land
T e n u r e " (LAND & LIBERTY, June).
However, as regards the last section u n d e r the heading "Terminology," I must differ f r o m him.
Rights, ownership, etc., are m o r e
t h a n positive concepts of the law.
T h e law does not m a k e them; they
were t h e r e before it and will be there
after it; nor can the law break a n d
m o d i f y them for good, but only f o r
a time.
Men, or even
nations, c a n n o t
" o w n " land; they can merely possess it, because they are mortal,
whereas land is eternal. A m a n cannot " o w n " land, n o m o r e t h a n he
can " o w n " another m a n . Indeed, he

Editor

can " o w n " land still less, for if
ownership means the right to "use
and abuse" a thing, even to destroy
it if the owner so pleases, it would
be possible f o r a slave holder, provided parliament or some other power
permitted it, to kill and b u r n the
slave and m a k e him disappear, but
no land " o w n e r " could destroy his
land and m a k e that absolutely disappear.
We must be careful a b o u t the application
and
mis-application
of
terms, f o r sometimes they m a k e all
the difference. W e must insist u p o n
land being beyond the passing power
of kings or parliaments and the
terms of right and ownership as subject to the equally passing definitions
of jurisdiction and law makers. Laws
are m a n - m a d e ;
right comes f r o m
G o d , just Ithe same as land.
Y o u r s faithfully,
P H I L I P P KNAB

Vienna.
LAND &
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE—TIME TABLE—SEPTEMBER 1968
(,Subject to later

9.30
to
10.45

10.45
to
11.15

11.15
to
12.30

SATURDAY
7th

12.30
to
2.00

modification)

2.00
to
4.00

Lunch

4.00
to
4.30

4.30
to
6.30

Tea

Registration

6.30
to
8.00

8.00
to
10.00

Dinner and Dance

SUNDAY
8th

Free
Period

Coffee

Free
Period

Lunch

Address
of welcome
and
Messages

Tea

Reports
Dinner
f r o m various
countries

MONDAY
9th

Conference
Papers

Coffee

Conference
Papers

Lunch

Conference
Papers

Tea

Conference
Papers

Dinner

Free
Period

TUESDAY
10th

Free
Period

Coffee

Conference
Papers

Lunch

Conference
Papers

Tea

Conference
Papers

Dinner

Short
Addresses

WEDNESDAY
11th

Conference
Papers

Coffee

Conference
Papers

Lunch

Dinner

Conference
Papers

THURSDAY
12th

Guest
Speakers

Coffee

Guest
Speakers

Lunch

Group
Discussion

Tea

Group
Discussion

Dinner

Social
Evening

FRIDAY
13th

Tutors'
Meeting

Coffee

Tutors'
Meeting

Lunch

I.U.
General
Meeting

Tea

l.U.
Executive
Meeting

Coach Tour

Banquet

Reports
f r o m the
Henry
George
Schools

